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Tooling solutions for the power utility industry.
H1917 - EPOXIGLAS R BOND PATCHING KIT
The EpoxiglasR Bond Patching Kit can be used to
repair small surface ruptures on EpoxiglasR poles,
or assist in replacing rungs on EpoxiglasR Ladders.
The kit consists of a tube of hardener and a tube
of resin that are mixed imediately before repairs
are made. A mixing stick is included, and may
also be used to place bond in area to be repaired.
EpoxiglasR Bond contains the same orange color
as used in EpoxiglasR poles. Small surface ruptures
can be repaired by removing damaged fibers,
cleaning the void with Moisture Eater II cleanersolvent and then applying Epoxiglas R Bond.

H1917

H1921 - EPOXY SAND KIT
This kit contains the necessary ingredients to
replace sand finish on one 10' ladder. These
ingredients are a can of Epoxy resin, a can of
curing agent, a pint of sane, a stirring blade,
and instruction sheet for mixing.

H1921

C400-0730 - EPOXIGLAS R PLUG KIT
The Chance Epoxiglas R Plug Kit replaces
adhesive coated wool plugs. The kit offers you
a better structure and moisture seal and
requires less operator skill to install . . .
features high strength low shrink material,
which is of the same ingredients used in
Chance factor y "plugging processes". A
chemical adjustment prevents the kit from
"scumming" over in transit or storage.

C400-0730

M1909 - TOOL LUBRICANT
A non-toxic, non-corrosive material, specially
prepared to give hoists and tools the
lubrication needed to keep them in top working
condition. The lubricant coats the moving parts
with a touch, durable film to prevent the tools
from binding and galling. Handy plastic
squeeze bottle for easy application.
C400-2335 - DRY FILM TOOL LUBRICANT
Offered for all bearing surfaces, sliding and
threaded, of Chance Hot Line Tools, Construction
Tools and Pole Line Hardware. This dry film
blend of solid lubricants (basic ingredient is
Molybdenum Disulfide), is applied as any
aerosol-packaged spray material, air dries
and bonds to the tool surface almost instantly.

M1909

C400-2335

TO ORDER CALL: 800-966-3530 OR FAX: 215-357-9193

